Can you Afford your House Lifestyle?
What is a House Lifestyle? It isn’t your lifestyle per se …

Rather our House Lifestyle is how we utilize our home’s space, inside and out. What we do day
to day and year to year in and around our homes. It is NOT how many rooms we have or what we
populate our interiors and yards with. It is what and how we use the space and the items about that
space.
For a little over a handful of years back in the 80’s, I used to volunteer with a group that was for
people close to retirement. I gave talks on how to get ready to downsize and enjoy their retirement,
no matter how financially secure they were.
As time progressed and the economy tanked, these people started bringing their adult children to
these seminars. By the time I completed my last seminar in 2000, the classes were mostly young
families and not retirement aged peoples.
These seminars were teaching people how to identify how they actually lived in their homes – their
House Lifestyle so to speak; how to be sure what amount of home (space & storage) was needed,
based on the contents and floorplan; and the projected costs of maintaining it, as well as heating and
cooling it.
Considering the current cost of living and economy, this “how-to” information is helpful to many more
people. Yes, these two tasks are tedious and time consuming. So let’s make the most of all our time
and effort.
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If you haven’t performed a physical inventory for insurance purposes, now is the time to do so.
Remember you are going into closets, dressers, drawers, cabinets and examining what is in various
shelving, tubs and the like and we most definitely don’t want to keep moving them around and
handling them over and over again.
Now here we go ….
Why a Home Usage or Contents Audit is beneficial
There are many somewhat hidden costs to a home. Most fall into the category of our own time and
effort that we put into maintaining our homes. All that dusting, vacuuming, mopping, cleaning and
yard work takes time. The supplies and tools used, cost money. If we hire someone to do these
things for us, we may be saving time, however the expense doubles.
Where heating and cooling (HVAC) costs come into play, we have to consider what our house is
constructed of, how it was built, its thermal envelope and its floorplan.

Every exterior door, skylight and window, every electrical and plumbing exit and entrance, is a break
to the thermal envelope of the home. The less insulation on exterior walls or walls and floors
between the conditioned (inside) and unconditioned (outside the HVAC systems reach) environments, the
weaker the thermal envelope to the home is.
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The weaker the thermal envelope, the placement and size of windows and skylights to the sun, the
depth of window sills to the outside wall, the more walls, halls, doors (exterior and interior) and archways,
(door to double door width) decrease air circulation and increase the wear and tear on our HVAC systems.
The more “stuff” in closets (which are usually an unconditioned environment, ie no HVAC vents), the more
furniture and cabinets in our homes, the more strain we put on our HVAC systems; the more strain,
the quicker they wear out and the more it costs to heat and cool that area, as well as the time and
expense to clean and maintain it. (Although some of these items, once heated or cooled, will act as additional
thermal mass or insulation.)

Yep, all of this results in more work for these HVAC systems, more frequent maintenance and repair
costs and the overall longevity of the system itself is shortened. This is also why many homes have
rooms that are too hot, while others are too cold or may seem drafty.
So if you are looking for a more economical home or one requiring less maintenance, time and effort
to take care of, these are major considerations that are often overlooked.
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Let’s face it, how many windows do you want to wash (or have washed) if the placement or size costs
more than the sunlight, air circulation or view provides? How many rooms do you want to maintain if
you don’t use them? How much stuff do you want to take care of, and move around, that you don’t
utilize, especially if you want more time and money for fun stuff?
Bottom Line: The benefits of conductimg Home Usage and Contents audits are many,
even though they are rather hidden.
If your Home Usage Audit shows you have rooms you rarely utilize, determine why you don’t use
them. Look for a home that has more useable space where you need it, rather than extra space
where you do not need it. Having space that must be cleaned, maintained and heated or cooled, that
is NOT utilized, is just downright wasteful of your time, energy, effort and monies!
Save your time and dollars and put your saved monies to other pursuits.
To find out what your House Lifestyle is to do a Home Usage Audit. To do that one must collect
the following information:
List the following for each room on a separate piece of paper (or download the worksheets @
http://formerlynmurbanhomesteader.weebly.com/uploads/2/2/5/0/22509786/can_you_afford_your_house_lifestyle_home_usage_audit_worksheets_(updated_mar_2015).pdf):

•
•
•

Square footage and ceiling height
List the closet space to each room, including ceiling height
How often do you use the room and how much time do you spend in that room; doing what.
For specialty rooms like bedrooms, baths, kitchen and laundry rooms do not count; sleeping, daily three
SSS’s, actually doing the laundry or cooking the 3 squares a day.

•
•

What do you like and dislike about each room.
How much time do you spend cleaning and or maintaining each room?
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•
•
•
•
•

Collect a year’s worth of heating and cooling bills. If you are really ambitious, also record a
year’s worth of actual fuel usage for gas and electric and not just the dollar amounts.
Compare you monthly water bills to your yard needs. About how much water is spent on the
yard? Is it worth it for what you do in your yard?
If you have an outdoor living space, how other do use it and doing what? How much time and
money is spent maintaining this outdoor living space?
How often do you utilize your garage for other than parking your vehicle?
Do you have an attic, crawlspace or basement that is heated or cooled? Is this space finished
and usable? What do you use this space for and how often.

Note: When measuring for footage be sure to include any vanities, cupboards, cabinets, showers, tubs, sinks
and shelving (ie measure from wall to wall not wall to cabinet, etc) found in kitchens, laundry and bath rooms or
dens, dining, living, and family rooms. You want to measure to the wall itself NOT to the built-in.
Collect a year’s worth of heating and cooling bills. If you are really ambitious, also record a year’s worth of
actual fuel usage for wood, pellets, gas and electric and not just the dollar amounts. (If you are like me that
means a scratch pad and calculator.)
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Calculate each room’s square and cubic footage using these formulas:
•
•

Cubic Feet (or Volume): Volume=length x width x height
Square Feet: length x width

Note: Do NOT use the square footage listed on your deed or real estate brochure. The American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) suggests that residential property be measured using exterior measurements of the building at each level, for the real estate
legal square footage (ie from the outside wall to outside wall). (For the purposes of figuring a home's real estate square footage, room
dimensions are irrelevant.) Keep in mind that ANSI standards (which are guidelines, not regulations) define finished spaces as any
enclosed area that is used year around. It is this measurement that is usually listed on real estate documents.
Measuring rooms
There are a variety of good reasons to measure the rooms in your home. Buying enough paint, wallpaper, or flooring; arranging
furniture; or calculating the type of home theater components are just a few.
A third dimension that often comes into play with rooms is ceiling height or Cubic area—that is, width x length x height—is used to
calculate the size of air conditioning units and heat pumps.
Measuring cubic feet is the same as measuring square footage. A living room that is 15 x 14 x 8 feet is 1,680 cubic feet. For a
room with a cathedral ceiling, the following illustration may help.

Study your usage of each room and if you are like most folks you will undoubtedly find that you
have a room or two that you rarely use and another room that you would use more often if it were
larger or warmer or brighter, etc.
For instance when I did this with one of my homes I found that I rarely used my large master bedroom
or bath (beyond sleeping, getting dressed and the daily 3 S’s) and often wanted more space in my
kitchen/family room. Or maybe you don’t use those formal living and dining rooms, more than 3-6
times per year, when you need the space to seat your guests.
Now look at the time you spend each year cleaning and maintaining these rooms that are not used all
that often. Then add in the cost each year to heat and cool these rooms.
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Side bar: To find out what it costs you to heat and cool each cubic foot of your home divide the annual cost of heating and
cooling by the total cubic feet of the house. Be sure to include the cubic feet to any closets. This is your cost per cubic foot to
heat and cool your house. To see what this averages out to per room just take this dollar amount and multiply by cubic feet
to that particular room.
Some of the items that affect the cost and put strain on heating and cooling units for your home are:
•
•
•

Number of: walls, halls, doors and archways. An archway here means one that is door to double door width and not
the whole width of a room archway. In general this is anything that affects natural air circulation.
The building material used and insulation or thermal envelope of the home. The tighter the seal of the house to the
outside the better the thermal envelope is.
Window types and their orientation to the elements. Are these deep seated or shallow; large or small; thermal glazed
or thermal paned.

This Usage Audit is your Home Lifestyle.
You may think of yourselves as sophisticated urbanites that do a lot of formal entertaining, when in
reality you are just people that do entertain and have ‘cocktail’ parties, however the formal part is a
myth. You entertain, yes, but it is more casual than formal. Yet you pay in time and money to have
those rooms to entertain in.
Or you may feel you have really moved up in the world with that large master bedroom and spa
master bath, yet rarely have the time to enjoy them. while you have another room that is used much
more frequently on a day to day basis that could use more space. On top of this wasted space you
are paying to heat, cool, clean and maintain it.
Be honest here and don’t get side tracked by the marketing and advertising on those “Home &
Garden” shows, or by an architect’s or real estate agent’s zeal.
All those rooms, all that space and all those walls, halls, doors and archways (door to double door
width) cost money to heat and cool; time and money to clean and maintain. Sure they look great but
that is just the décor, NOT the functionality of the rooms, so bypass the marketing hype to sell you on
that style home.
As stated previously all these walls, halls, doors and archways (door to double door width) reduce the
efficiency of your heating/cooling (HVAC) systems, mainly because they inhibit the air circulation.
They also increase the wear and tear of the HVAC system, causing more maintenance, breakdowns
and ultimately the replacement of the system.
Bottom Line: If you don’t or won’t use a room, don’t buy it or build it.
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Wow a lot of time and money goes into rooms in our homes that are rarely used, while other rooms
would be used more often if “improved”. In today’s world, time and money, are the two items that just
about everyone could use more of!

Home Contents Audit
If you are relocating due to your job or are looking to downsize because of the economy or “empty
nest”, then I strongly suggest that you also take the time to do a Home Contents Audit too. This is
also the perfect time to be sure your physical home inventory to your insurance policies is up to date.
A Home Contents Audit may be time consuming, and far from easy, however it pays off in all kinds
of savings – from time, effort to dollars!
Way too many of us feel we need these huge closets or tons of kitchen cabinets and the like, when in
reality we just need to get rid of items we do not utilize and are of no intrinsic, sentimental or
collectable value.

Ask yourself this:
•
•
•
•
•

How many kitchen gadgets have you purchased and only used once?
How many belts, barrettes, shoes and other clothing and accessories have you in your closets
that you have either never worn or only worn once?
Does all this clothing and accessories fit?
Will you use it in the next year or two?
Do they have some kind of sentimental or collectable value?

If the answer is NO, then it is time to donate or sell them.
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Garages, attics, crawlspaces, basements and sheds are other places where these things that we
have purchased and rarely or never used are stored. So if you feel you need more storage space, do
a Contents Audit first.
•
•
•

If this ‘tool’ or ‘thing’ is not something that you are never going to use again, why keep it?
If the item is broken and can’t be repaired or repurposed, why not throw it out?
If there is no sentimental or collectable value, why not get rid of it?

If your Home Contents Audit shows you have rooms filled with items that you rarely utilize, determine
why you don’t use them and then if you feel you need to keep them and why. Keeping space around
to store items you don’t use and must cleaned, maintained and heated or cooled is just downright
wasteful of your time, energy, effort and monies.
Moving this stuff from one house to another, or purchasing more storage space, is not only time
consuming it is costly too.

Remember this is NOT a Home Inventory that can be used for insurance purposes, although portions
of these worksheets can be supplemental documentation for a Home Inventory. If you have the time
and or are really into using this time to meet multiple needs, you can perform a Home Inventory while
you are doing your Contents Audit.
Just keep in mind that having your receipt, recording serial numbers and taking a picture or video of
your more expensive items is expected by insurance companies if you ever file a claim.
For additional information on doing a Home Inventory see the Resources List at the end of this
document. If you choose to use a computer application, be sure to have a hard copy or two as backup.

When doing your Home Contents Audit you will find that many items will be ones you are going to get
rid of one way or another; others will be items that you are going to hang onto, but are either rarely
used, are seasonal or of a sentimental or collectable value that can be stored elsewhere so they are
not taking up space in your living environment.
All the items in and around your home will fall into one of several categories:
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Keep & Box (does not need to

Keep, Useable & Utilizing

be readily accessible)

Keep, Sentimental or Collectable
(does it need to be readily accessible? If

Needs Repair and Will repair

NO, box and store.)

Recycle, Reuse, Repurpose (or get rid

Reuse, Repurpose

of it)

Sell (use a consignment store or have a
garage sale)

Donate (Goodwill, Salvation Army, etc.)

Garbage (be sure to use safe disposal methods)
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Contents Audit Preparation:
•
•
•
•

Set yourself up with boxes, bins, space bags of various sizes or large bags, for the items you
are not going to retain or are going to store elsewhere.
A large permanent marker
Colored dots or colored permanent markers to specify what these boxes, bins, space bags or
large bags are containing.
Label and use your colored dots or markers as:
o
o
o
o
o

Donate
Sell
Seasonal
Sentimental/Collectable
Fix, Repair, Mend

Performing the Home Contents Audit
Do a room at a time and check every drawer, cupboard, cabinet, closet, vanity, bookcase and
shelving unit in that room; repeat for any garage, attic, basement, crawlspace or shed and determine:
•
•

When was the last two times you utilized that item?
Did the item fit and or work correctly?
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•
•

Can you see yourself utilizing it again in the next 12-24 months (maybe doesn’t count)?
Does this have some kind of collectable and or sentimental value?

(For worksheets to help you out see “Can you Afford your House Lifestyle-Home Contents Audit Worksheets” @
http://formerlynmurbanhomesteader.weebly.com/uploads/2/2/5/0/22509786/can_you_afford_your_house_lifestylehome_contents_audit_worksheets_(updated_mar_2015).pdf)

Options for what to do with items that you will keep:
•

•

•

If the item has not been used or worn in the last year but does have some sentimental or monetary
value, set it aside for box storage. Those vacuum shrink type plastic storage bags are perfect for
clothing, bedspreads and other cloth items that you wish to keep but do not use.
For clothing items that are seasonal and you don’t have enough drawer or closet space for, save for
some storage bins and Space Bags, label and pack the items up and put in a place that is
reachable but not necessarily within immediate reach.
For items that have sentimental or collectable value determine if you want to display them or store
them. Store whatever you can.

Options for what to do with items that you will NOT keep:
•
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If the item has not been used or worn in the last year and has no sentimental or monetary value, set
it aside for a garage sale or give it away.
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•
•

Clothing items that are too worn to be used again should be put in the scrap pile or thrown out.
If the “gadget”, tool, toy or whatever is broken and can’t be repurposed – throw it out. Items in good
shape but no longer used, sell or give away.

Bottom Line: If it doesn’t work or fit, cannot be repurposed, has not been worn or
utilized in the last 2 years and is not of sentimental or collectable value – sell or give it
away!
Once you are down to what you use or need to keep for sentimental or want to keep for collectable
reasons, you will probably find that your cabinets, shelves, closets and drawers have tons of space.
The resulting freed up space will give you an idea of just what you have that you need or want to
keep for sentimental or monetary reasons. This is the only space you should keep around and not
much more.
This is a good thing if you are moving, because the resulting space is what you really need so you
won’t be tempted to purchase a house that has large closets, attics or garages, yet alone paying to
move all that weight to another location. Not only that, but all these interior drawers, dressers and
closets cost you money to heat and cool no matter what size house you are in!

The last thing to consider if you are going to relocate is to look at your front and back yards and
decide what you like and don’t like, plus what it costs you in time and money to maintain.
If cost cutting is your ultimate goal take a look at alternative landscaping options. These options
include using native plants, edible plants, low water use plants or low maintenance grasses and
plants.

Look for items for your yards that you will use and appreciate, but will not require lots of fertilizers,
maintenance or water. Reduce the time and money needed to mow, trim, prune, weed and nourish
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your yards and that is more money and time for other things (from savings to fun stuff). Keep in mind
there is no such thing as a “no maintenance” yard unless your yard is the wilderness.

Now that the hard work is done with the Usage and Contents Audits, it is time to think about what you
will need in your new home base on your Usage Audit.
This is particularly true for people who at this point feel that they just can’t get rid of any more of their
‘stuff’, even if they don’t ever use it. Think about this:
•
•

If you don’t use it, do you really need it?
If it has no sentimental, historical or collectable value (now or in the future) and you don’t use it –
are you willing to keep paying extra bucks for the space to keep or ‘display’ this stuff, as well
as the extra time and money to heat/cool and maintain it, or the cost of securing it?

If you are looking to trim time, money or downsize, then you must separate yourself from the
possession of ‘stuff’ for the sake of possessing it - because that is what you are ultimately doing.
No problem keeping attractive mementos, or beautiful art and the like, as long as you understand the
hidden costs behind them and are willing to paying in time and monies.
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If you need a place to put that family dining table and the space to seat your extended family around
it, look for a home with a large kitchen/dining area that is all one room. Because what you really need
the space NOT the separation.

Likewise, if you only use the formal living room when you do your large entertaining, but only because
everyone can’t fit elsewhere; then look for a home that has a large enough kitchen/dining/family room
without all the walls, halls, doors and archways that rob the house of air circulation and increase the
heating/cooling and maintenance costs.
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If you don’t use those walk-in closets or huge bedrooms and baths, then look for a home with good
sized closets, bedrooms and baths. Understand that a good sized closet does not have to be a walkin.
One can have a 6 foot wide, 36-42” depth and 6-7 foot high closet, that can also contain 6 drawers (3
on the outside, under the closet doors and 3 on one side of the inside); tilt the closet floor and add wood “ribs”
to hold shoes at an angle and then put two shelves above the clothing rack.

Keep in mind that if a door swings on hinges or is a bi-fold, it creates un-usable space in order to
allow it to open and close. Take advantage of sliding and pocket doors where possible.
•
•

•

Put a pocket door between the kitchen and laundry room.
Use a pocket door between the master bedroom and master bath
Use sliding doors for closets.

How about a “Spa” Bath in little space?

Remember space is not needed to make a room look and feel luxurious, only the décor does that and
the smaller spaces are cheaper to heat and cool, as well as being easier to clean and maintain.
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Have young children? Think twice about a house that has the master bedroom on another floor or
opposite side of the house. In an emergency do you really want to take the seconds needed to get
up those stairs or to the other side of the house or yell through those walls or floors?

Young families should also be sure that the room(s) they spend the most time in have direct, easy
access to the yard where the children play the most. This is usually the kitchen, family room and or
laundry room.
Also remember that the square footage on that real estate handout is not the interior square footage
and the amount of square footage does not mean that it is all usable square footage.
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I once owned a home that was 1053 square feet of interior space and it was more usable, livable and
comfortable than a house I had that was 2100 interior square feet. The smaller house was 1/3rd
cheaper to heat and cool too!

We all look for different things in a home and we all need different things from a home. I found that I
wanted the least amount of maintenance and up-keep work, great storage space and great plain old
fashioned living space, where everything had its place that was in easy reach and I could easily grow
vegetables and fruit (with minimum work).
So when I did my Home Usage and Contents audit on previous and current homes (and apartments) I
found that my ideal home would have a Public and Private wing.
The public wing would be one room where each corner had a purpose – kitchen, dining, living/family
rooms with a laundry room off the kitchen side that was just large enough to wash, iron and sew.
The private wing would house the 4 bedrooms with modest 6 foot wide and standard depth closets and
two full baths that are big enough for two adult males to stand side-by-side at the twin sinks with their
elbows out but not touching. All through the house would be all kinds of built-ins.
My yard would be edible and low maintenance. I actually have plans for such a house that is about
1600 interior square feet all on one level, waiting for suitable land to build on.
My plans actually have the ability to add an open loft area looking down on the great room and over the
‘private wing’ for additional space.
And another version of the plan has two of the four bedrooms with full en-suite baths, with the hall bath
being somewhat of a “spa” bath but in a small space with a separate shower and bath. Basically a
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rectangle with first a double sink vanity, then the commode and then a glass wall to the shower area
that has the bath open to it.

When I was teaching these Home Contents and Usage audits most people in my classes who
performed these audits found that:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

They don’t need a formal dining and living room, just the space to comfortably hold their must have
items and guests for those larger entertainment events they have about 4-6 times a year. The rest of
the time they used their family rooms or dens.
They only used their huge master bedrooms, with separate sitting area, to sleep, occasionally watch TV
and get dressed.
They only used their huge spa baths, with separate shower and bath, to mostly take only showers and
during the routine daily 3-S’s
They usually used their hall or other baths for “nature calls”, as they were in other parts of the house
and not in the master bedroom area.
Their laundry rooms became a catch all and had an extra refrigerator or freezer, as well as the washer
and dryer, yet although there was room they did not fold, iron or mend their clothing there.
The ones that had a formal outdoor sitting and cooking area, rarely used them except the few times
during the summer that they entertained larger crowds. Oh they did bar-b-que out there but didn’t stay
out there to eat.
People who had a pool or hot tub, rarely used them, unless they had young children or were young
adults.
Many had someone come and do their yard work and housework, because there was so much to take
care of that they didn’t have the time or physically couldn’t keep up with it themselves.
Most found that a good third to ½ of their closet and drawer space was taken up with clothing and
accessories that they hadn’t worn in years and would not wear in the next year or two or foreseeable
future.
Garages and yard sheds were filled with items they hadn’t touched, yet alone used in years.
Their attics, basements and crawlspaces contained items they didn’t even know they had, as well as
sentimental or collectable items.
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•
•
•
•

Many others had their primary rooms that they wished were larger and rooms they rarely used that they
wished were smaller.
Older persons wanted 1 level
Young families with children wanted their bedrooms all in the same area of the home and easy access
to the backyard where the children could play more safely.
Other “complaints” included: drafts or rooms that were too hot or too cold, not enough light, not enough
storage space, window and door layouts that reduced wall space or usable floor space; to the color of
the walls and carpets; ceiling moldings and intricate cabinet faces that needed cleaning to look nice;
cold floors; ceilings that were too high or too low; floor layouts and ceiling heights that had unusable
space.

Now I will grant you that about half of these people were downsizing due grown children being out on
their own. The rest were either downsizing out of financial need or moving due to a job change. Yet
all of them were shocked to find out that what they really wanted wasn’t what they thought they
needed or what the real estate agents and architects were trying to sell them.
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Just about all them wrote to me that they were now in a smaller home than they would have ever
pictured themselves in, and loving every minute of it. I even had one couple who felt that they would
be claustrophobic if in a home smaller than 2000 square feet, who are now in a 1700 square foot
home and using the money they have saved to travel to all the places they always wanted to travel to
and couldn’t before because of the monies and time needed to have all the work around their old
home done and the HVAC costs of their old home.
You just never know what you will discover when you make the effort and take the time to do Home
Usage and Contents Audits.
You now have the basic tools and knowledge to make good use of your current home; to remodel
your existing home; purchase or build a new home. So go for it and enjoy!
TNT
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Resources List
Can you Afford your House Lifestyle -Home Usage Audit Worksheets (updated Mar 2015)
http://formerlynmurbanhomesteader.weebly.com/uploads/2/2/5/0/22509786/can_you_afford_your_house_lifest
yle_-home_usage_audit_worksheets_(updated_mar_2015).pdf
Can you Afford your House Lifestyle-Home Contents Audit Worksheets (updated Mar 2015)
http://formerlynmurbanhomesteader.weebly.com/uploads/2/2/5/0/22509786/can_you_afford_your_house_lifest
yle-home_contents_audit_worksheets_(updated_mar_2015).pdf
For a quickie check list see Home Inventory Checklist by the Texas Department of Insurance (a quadfold form
on legal sized paper) http://www.tdi.texas.gov/pubs/consumer/cb086.pdf
For a more formal and detailed checklist see Home Contents Inventory Worksheets (44 pgs) InventoryWorksheets-uphelpORG or their Home Inventory App for smart phones @
http://uphelp.org/library/resource/uphelp-home-inventory-app
The following by WhatHappensNow.com has detail that is somewhat in-between the above two:
Home Inventory Check List - Bedroom/Nursery; Baby's http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HIBabyRoom.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Bathroom http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HI-Bathroom.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Bedroom http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HI-Bedroom.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Dining Room http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HI-DRoom.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Family Room http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HI-FamilyRoom.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Foyer Hallway Stairway http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HIFoyerHallStair.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Great Room http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HI-ExtraRoom.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Kitchen http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HI-Kitchen.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Laundry Room http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HILaundryRoom.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Living Room http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HILiving%20Room.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Bathroom Master http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HI-MBath.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Bedroom Master http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HI-MBedroom.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Clothing, etc.; Men http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HIClothingMen.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Office / Den http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HI-Office.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Pantry / Closet http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HIClosetCleaning.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Porch / Deck http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HI-PorchDeck.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Seasonal (sporting goods, outdoor items usually found in a garage or shed,
including ATV, boat, etc.) http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HI-Seasonal.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Clothing, etc.; Women http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HIClothingWomen.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Clothing, etc.; Young Boy http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HIClothingBoys.pdf
Home Inventory Check List - Clothing, etc.; Young Girl http://www.whathappensnow.com/files/WHN-HIClothingGirls.pdf
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2 Great Food Storage Calculators & Inventory (Excel workbook, check all tabs)
http://formerlynmurbanhomesteader.weebly.com/uploads/2/2/5/0/22509786/2_food_storage_calculators_97_f
mt.xls
Food Storage Inventory What Do I Have – Liquid http://foodstoragemoms.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/FSM-WhatDoIHave-liquid.pdf
Food Storage Inventory What Do I Have – Meat http://foodstoragemoms.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/FSM-WhatDoIHave-meat.pdf
Food Storage Inventory What Do I Have – Grain http://foodstoragemoms.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/FSM-WhatDoIHave-grain.pdf
Food Storage Inventory What Do I Have – Fruit http://foodstoragemoms.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/FSM-WhatDoIHave-fruit.pdf
Food Storage Inventory What Do I Have – Vegetables http://foodstoragemoms.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/FSM-WhatDoIHave-veggie.pdf
Food Storage Inventory What Do I Have – Dairy http://foodstoragemoms.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/FSM-WhatDoIHave-dairy.pdf
Food Storage Inventory What Do I Have – Basics http://foodstoragemoms.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/FSM-WhatDoIHave-basic.pdf
Food Storage Inventory http://www.eatwhatyoustore.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Food-StorageInventory.pdf
Home Inventory Freezer http://frugalliving.about.com/library/pdfs/FreezerInventorybw.pdf, color
http://frugalliving.about.com/library/pdfs/FreezerInventory.pdf
Home Inventory Pantry http://frugalliving.about.com/library/pdfs/PantryInventorybw.pdf, color
http://frugalliving.about.com/library/pdfs/PantryInventory.pdf
Pantry Master List
http://frugalliving.about.com/library/pdfs/MasterPantryList.pdf
Home Caned Inventory List http://frugalliving.about.com/library/pdfs/CanningInventory.pdf
Pantry List Inventory Form http://www.home-storage-solutions-101.com/support-files/pantry-list.pdf
Freezer Inventory Form http://www.home-storage-solutions-101.com/support-files/freezer-inventory.pdf
Important Documents Book - Forms to Complete & Section Dividers, etc (Plain Simple)
http://formerlynmurbanhomesteader.weebly.com/uploads/2/2/5/0/22509786/important_documents_bookforms_to_complete-section_dividers_etc-plain_simple_w_ck_bx_images_new_site.pdf (updated Mar 2015)
Food Storage - Grain Inventory Needs page 26
Dairy Inventory Needs page 29
Fruits Inventory Needs page 31
Vegetable Inventory Needs page 33
Beans Inventory Needs page 36
Meats Inventory Needs page 39
‘Basics’ Inventory Needs page 42-43
Inventory of Food Storage (blank) page 44
First Aid Kit Contents List http://www.home-storage-solutions-101.com/support-files/first-aid-kit-contents.pdf
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